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Perspectives on Harmful Speech Online

About This Collection
This collection of essays includes perspectives on and approaches to harmful speech online from a wide 
range of voices within the Berkman Klein Center community. Recognizing that harmful speech online is 
an increasingly prevalent issue within society, we intend for the collection to highlight diverse views and 
strands of thought and to make them available to a wide range of audiences. 
 
We issued an open call to our community for short pieces that respond to issues related to harmful 
speech online. Through this collection, we sought to highlight ongoing research and thinking within our 
extended community that would be available to readers in a way that is more accessible than traditional 
academic research. The 16 short essays compiled in this collection are authored by a global group of 
friends, colleagues, and collaborators. We hope that this diverse mix of perspectives, viewpoints, and 
data points provokes thought and debate, and inspires further exploration.

Evidence of the complexity of the issue is that no two writers sought to cover the same topic from a sim-
ilar point of view; from legal perspectives to research results to paradigm-shifting provocations, a mul-
titude of topics, opinions, and approaches are included. Many pieces draw from research, while others 
are more opinion-based, indicating that discourse around this topic can be inherently opinionated and 
passionate as well as scholarly and academic. Some pieces are written in a style evocative of advocacy, 
whereas others are written with scholarly communities in mind. The range of perspectives and opinions 
found here—and the lack of consensus on some topics—highlight the dynamic complexity of the issues 
and how competing values are frequently entangled. 

We organized the pieces into three categories: Framing the Problem, International Perspectives, and 
Approaches, Interventions, and Solutions. The first and last sections include essays that build upon our 
understanding of their categories, and the section on International Perspectives addresses specific geo-
political contexts and ways in which the regulation of harmful speech may or may not be serving the 
citizens of a particular country or region.
 
To quote the old adage, To move a mountain, it takes a village. Although many pieces of the puzzle relat-
ed to harmful speech online require our collective attention, the experts featured in this collection offer 
a variety of responses. We hope that their insights engender conversation, prompt reflection, and inspire 
action around the world. 

About the Harmful Speech Online Project
The Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society is undertaking a research, policy analysis, and network 
building effort devoted to the study of harmful speech, in close collaboration with the Center for Com-
munication Governance at National Law University in New Delhi and the Digitally Connected network, 
and in conjunction with the Global Network of Internet & Society Centers. This effort aims to develop re-
search methods and protocols to enable and support robust cross-country comparisons; study and doc-
ument country experiences, including the policies and practices of governments and private companies, 
as well as civil society initiatives and responses; and build and expand research, advocacy, and support 
networks. Our efforts build upon many complementary projects and initiatives, including the Berkman 
Klein Center’s ongoing work related to youth-oriented online hate speech, as well as the activities of var-
ious individuals and institutions within our networks.
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Introduction
From cyberbullying to violent extremism to gender-based or racial harassment, harmful speech perme-
ates online space in a variety of forms, despite society’s best attempts to prevent it. Although its various 
forms are linked in the sense that they cause harm to a targeted individual, harmful speech is notori-
ously difficult to define, and thus studying and regulating it becomes exceptionally challenging as well.1 

  
Related to this challenge is the rapid rate of technological innovation that our global society 
is currently experiencing. Internet penetration is at an all-time high, with 81% of the popula-
tions of developed countries, 40% in developing countries, and 15% in the least developed coun-
tries having the capacity to connect to the internet.2 These numbers indicate there is still room 
for internet growth as prices continue to drop, and, as an extension, digital platforms and con-
tent are welcoming growing audiences through continued development and expansion. As the in-
ternet consumes larger and larger chunks of our attention and as engagement with it increases, 
the effort to mitigate detrimental effects of harmful speech online becomes urgently necessary. 
  
This changing online world requires those working on issues related to harmful speech to con-
stantly upgrade and refresh their outlooks; with every fun new technology comes the poten-
tial for unanticipated cases of abuse.3 Indeed, a central theme that emerged from this collec-
tion was the role of platforms in the harmful speech ecosystem. Platforms abound, ready to 
connect people to their peers and interests in new and innovative ways, but they are also uninten-
tionally equipped to be used as tools of harm and hurt, ready to capitalize on the connected mass-
es to torment a targeted individual just as easily as to crowdfund for a morally worthy cause.  
  
There is hope yet. With the internet’s perpetual growth and evolution comes not just new problems but 
also the opportunity for new approaches and strategies to prevent or otherwise mitigate instances of 
harmful speech online. Many authors in this collection wrestled with concepts of governance from leg-
islative, platform-level, and user-level perspectives. Others identified possibilities for technical interven-
tions, research initiatives, and grassroots civil society approaches, speaking to the many opportunities for  
  
Encouraging freedom of expression while mitigating harms to users is no easy task. However, the possi-
bilities are endless and ideas abundant. This collection captures that frontier spirit.

References 

1 - Rob Faris, Amar Ashar, Urs Gasser, and Daisy Joo, "Understanding Harmful Speech Online," Berkman Klein Research Center, 
December 2016, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2882824. 

2 - "ITU releases 2016 ICT figures," International Telecommunications Union, July 22, 2016, http://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/
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The Right to ‘Offend, Shock or 
Disturb,’ or The Importance of 
Protecting Unpleasant Speech
Nani Jansen Reventlow

Free speech, a fundamental component of democracy, has been the subject of increasing debate as 
harmful speech, both online and offline, has emerged as a topic of public attention. While a recent New 
York Times article calls into question whether fixing problems such as online harassment is even possible,1 
the serious threat that online abuse, especially of women,2 poses to free speech is widely acknowledged.

With such harms in mind, this brief essay does not dispute the importance of striving toward an internet 
that is a safe and open space for all to exchange views and ideas, regardless of gender, race, religion, 
or affiliation. Instead, it intends to underline the importance of devising measures to combat harmful 
speech online that leave sufficient space for the right to "offend, shock or disturb," as the European Court 
of Human Rights aptly stated in the Handyside case.3 While stopping short of arguing for the creation of a 
"right to insult," as was recently proposed,4 this essay does argue that we should take care in safeguard-
ing a space in which unpleasant, unpopular, and offensive ideas and views can be freely shared, to ensure 
that free speech indeed remains the cornerstone of a democratic society.

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution probably offers the most robust protection to 
unfavorable speech. Except for so-called "fighting words," true threats, and incitement, a wide array of 
offensive speech is protected in the United States.5,6 This broad scope of protection was recently brought 
to the fore when the ACLU7 expressed support for Milo Yiannopoulos, editor of the far-right website 
Breitbart, after his scheduled talk at Berkeley University was canceled following violent protest.8 This 
support drew severe criticisms, including from ACLU supporters. Lee Rowland, senior staff attorney at 
the ACLU, commented in response: "There's no question that the things that Mr. Yiannopoulos says are 
unbelievably hateful in nature. But the phrase hate speech is a form of free speech. ... we must all reach 
out and protect the speech that we most disagree with or else the First Amendment is just reduced to a 
popularity contest and has no meaning."9

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/04/magazine/why-cant-silicon-valley-fix-online-harassment.html?smid=fb-share&_r=0
http://journal.georgetown.edu/a-threat-to-free-speech-the-online-abuse-of-female-journalists/
https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/handyside-v-uk/
https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/handyside-v-uk/
http://hrlr.law.columbia.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/10/2017/03/Clooney-Webb.pdf
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/fighting-words/
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/true-threats/
https://www.aclu.org/
http://news.berkeley.edu/2017/02/01/yiannopoulos-event-canceled/
http://www.npr.org/2017/02/12/514785623/the-aclu-explains-why-theyre-supporting-the-rights-of-milo-yiannopoulos
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The landscape outside the United States looks different. The main treaty regulating speech internation-
ally is the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),10 which sets out the parameters 
of the right to free speech in Article 19, including the permissible limitations to the right. Limitations to 
the right to free expression can be permissible if, in short, they pursue a legitimate aim (the rights and 
reputations of others, public order, public morals, and national security); have a basis in a law that is of 
sufficient quality (the law should be clear enough for citizens to regulate their conduct and not allow for 
authorities to exercise unfettered discretion in its application); are necessary and proportionate (there 
is no overriding public interest in the expression and the limitation is the least invasive measure that 
could be applied). Similar standards can be found in the European, African, and Inter-American regional 
treaties protecting human rights. Article 20, which the U.N. Human Rights Committee—the body that 
oversees the ICCPR's implementation—indicated is a lex specialis to Article 19, obliges States Parties to 
the treaty to prohibit by law, first, any propaganda for war and, second, "advocacy of national, racial or 
religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence."11 

The myriad of questions that these standards raise (what type of speech should be criminalized? should 
speech be criminalized in the first place? if so, how?) and the considerable gray area of what does and 
does not qualify as "hate speech" (does a racial slur fall within the remit of Article 20? what about an 
offensive comment about gay people?) merit a detailed discussion that falls beyond the scope of this 
essay. It is worthwhile, however, to emphasize the importance of drawing the line between acceptable 
and illicit speech very carefully and keeping very clearly in mind what offensive speech means for a dem-
ocratic society.

In these pursuits, I suggest three fundamental considerations. First, views on what is considered offensive 
or acceptable speech will inevitably change according to who is judging. This is exactly why it is dangerous 
to put any policing powers of this sort into anyone's hands—let alone the hands of private actors such 
as intermediaries, who will have a clear interest in erring on the side of caution out of self-preservation. 
Before you know it, the distribution of human rights material could be prohibited as "propaganda."12 

Second, allowing offensive ideas to be expressed verbally serves as an important safety valve against the 
expression of such ideas by means of physical violence. If we consider expression the middle stage be-
tween thought and action, this is also the stage at which correction can take place: by means of vigorous 
debate. 

Third, and most important, we can’t get closer to a functioning "marketplace of ideas" if the only ideas 
allowed into that marketplace consist of speech everyone agrees with or feels neutral toward. Not much 
would be left of the vigorous debate that provides the lifeblood of a democracy. In order to move forward 
as a society, we need dissenting voices; even ones that express their views in a way that may be offensive 
or shocking to others, however unpleasant that might be. 
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Can Cyber Harassment Laws 
Encourage Online Speech?
Jonathon W. Penney

Do laws criminalizing online harassment and cyberbullying "chill" online speech? My new study suggests, 
perhaps counter-intuitively, that such legal interventions may actually facilitate and encourage more 
speech, expression, and sharing by those who are most often the targets of online harassment: women.1 

The study involves a first-of-its-kind online survey administered to 1,212 U.S.-based adult internet users 
that examines multiple dimensions of chilling effects online. It does so by comparing and analyzing re-
sponses to hypothetical scenarios that involve different kinds of regulatory actions—including an online 
harassment law, public/private sector surveillance, and an online regulatory scheme based on the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) and enforced through personally received legal notices. The survey 
sample was roughly representative of the U.S. internet-using population, with a few biases, mainly being 
somewhat younger and having slightly lower incomes than the overall U.S. internet population.2 Re-
sponses to each scenario were compiled, compared, and statistically analyzed. 

Findings from the scenario involving the online harassment/cyberbullying law, which criminalized on-
line speech intending to "harass or intimidate another person," and the scenario involving a personally 
received legal threat, each have implications for our understanding of online harassment and laws crim-
inalizing it. This is important, for while these laws have proliferated across the United States and interna-
tionally,3 little is known about the impact and efficacy of these legal interventions.4 

First, the study found not only that online harassment and cyberbullying statutes may have far less over-
all chill on different online activities, at least compared with other forms of regulatory actions (like online 
surveillance),5 but that these laws had a statistically significant salutary impact on women’s willingness to 
share personal content online. This gender effect likely evidences that if women are aware of a law that 
penalizes or criminalizes online harassment and bullying, they feel less likely to be attacked or harassed 
and are thus more secure and willing to share, speak, and engage online. In other words, these statutes 
may actually lead to more speech, expression, and sharing online among adult women online, not less. 
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This is noteworthy because many question the effectiveness of these legislative efforts and their consti-
tutionality—inasmuch as these laws often criminalize online speech, it is argued they prohibit or have 
a "chilling effect" on First Amendment protected speech.6,7 And, indeed, courts have previously strick-
en down such laws on First Amendment grounds on "numerous occasions."8 The analysis may change, 
however, if these laws actually lead to more speech and sharing online—especially from women, the 
traditional victims of these malicious activities online—while only minimally impacting other forms of 
speech and expression. 

The study also found statistically significant gender effects in the hypothetical scenario in which respon-
dents receive a personalized legal notice that contains a legal threat. Here, women were more likely to 
be chilled from engagement in a range of internet activities (online speech, search, and personal sharing) 
after receiving the personalized legal threat. Results suggested they were also more likely to be chilled in 
a scenario in which not they but a friend received a similar personal legal threat, and were less likely to 
take steps to defend themselves from the threatening legal notice that they had received. It is difficult to 
say, from the results, why women were more negatively affected in these scenarios, but the results no 
doubt suggest women were more cautious and chilled once they were personally targeted.  

Besides being more often the victims of online harassment,9 these findings suggest women may also be 
more affected by these harmful activities. This is consistent with recent findings by Lenhart et al. that 
women are more likely to be negatively affected—more likely to become angry, worried, and scared—as 
a result of online harassment and abuse.10

Of course, these findings do not obviate other important concerns about statutes criminalizing online 
harassment and cyberbullying, such as a lack of enforcement or disparate effects on other internet 
speech.11 More research must be done on these counts to achieve a clearer picture. Still, the study’s 
findings on these laws’ potential salutary effect is consistent with what advocates like Danielle Citron 
have argued—that such legal measures can help preserve the "expressive autonomy" of internet users 
by facilitating more speech, participation, and sharing by frequent targets of such abuse.12 And in light of 
the gendered impact of online harassment, these laws may also have the egalitarian impact of improving 
women’s experience online generally.   
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The Multiple Harms of Sea Lions
Amy Johnson

"Where is the evidence for that opinion?"
…
"But doesn’t [x] really mean [y]?" 
…
"What about [other issue]—how do you explain that?"
… 
"What’s wrong with a polite question?" 
…
"I’m just trying to engage in civil debate."

This series of questions may seem like a well-intentioned search for answers. It’s not—it’s a simplified 
example of a rhetorical strategy called sealioning. Sealioning is an intentional, combative performance of 
cluelessness. Rhetorically, sealioning fuses persistent questioning—often about basic information, infor-
mation easily found elsewhere, or unrelated or tangential points—with a loudly-insisted-upon commit-
ment to reasonable debate. It disguises itself as a sincere attempt to learn and communicate. Sealioning 
thus works both to exhaust a target’s patience, attention, and communicative effort, and to portray the 
target as unreasonable. While the questions of the “sea lion” may seem innocent, they’re intended ma-
liciously and have harmful consequences. The ellipses in the sequence above stand in for multiple pos-
sible responses from targets, from lengthy explanations to pointing to logical fallacies in the questions 
themselves, from calling out the sealioning to ignoring it. It is these responses that the sea lion seeks to 
shape—and it is here that multiple harms occur.

Let me say first: we need a better term. "Sealioning" is both opaque and obscure. The term comes from 
a Wondermark cartoon by David Malki, entitled "The Terrible Sea Lion," published on September 19, 
2014.1 The cartoon captured interactions prevalent at the time in the context of Gamergate on platforms 
like Twitter. For those long familiar with the term, it thus immediately evokes Gamergate. The rhetorical 
strategy it describes, though, appears in multiple contexts, from Twitter to face-to-face conversations—
and is hardly new.2 Sealioning is a classic strategy of early trolling, but the meaning of "troll" itself con-
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tinues to shift, so that’s not much help. For the moment, I will stick with the term “sealioning,” although 
I offer an alternative below.

Sealioning, which can be performed by a single user or as a tag-team effort, may feel familiar: it evokes 
the toddler who incessantly asks why, the adolescent who has just discovered philosophy, the conde-
scending family member who disapproves of your life choices. This familiarity is part of its power. These 
interaction patterns summon a set of responses geared toward well-intentioned questioning. Sealioning 
also fits into a larger set of rhetorical marginalization practices. Refusals to understand can be subtle 
forms of erasure. Questions—shaped by explicit or implicit expectations about who has the right to ques-
tion and who can be questioned about what—impose labor by demanding the questioned party either 
answer or appear indifferent; providing explanations and maintaining patience takes time and effort.

The harms of sealioning can seem relatively small: short-term annoyance when the practice is recog-
nized, wasted energy when the practice goes unrecognized and the respondent gives sincere answers, 
the opportunity cost of the time spent. This assessment, though, comes from looking at each single in-
stance or person targeted in isolation. Repeated experiences add up to larger social harms. The person 
targeted now doubts the sincerity of future questioners and becomes less inclined to engage in informal 
teaching. She or he is more likely to be curt and ignore others, to focus on broadcast communication 
rather than conversation. As a result, in future iterations the person who joins a conversation thread after 
someone has been sealioned will either recognize the sealioning or observe what appears to be hostility 
to rational, if misguided, discussion. Neither is likely to encourage trust in the ability to learn from one 
another. Meanwhile, the kind of person the sea lion was pretending to be—the sincere learner—no lon-
ger has as many opportunities to learn. Small harms affect personal habits, which in turn reshape larger 
social practices.

Informal teaching undergirds mediated communication. Informal teaching is an unacknowledged foun-
dation of techno-utopian dreams from telegraphy to the present: by learning through interactions with 
each other, we will achieve universal understanding and eliminate conflict. And to some extent, this hap-
pens. At any one moment, informal teaching—about everything from platform norms and literacies to 
life experiences—bridges the hugely diverse skill sets and histories of people online. Who is online and 
the spaces they choose to inhabit perpetually change, yielding complex mixtures of experts and novices. 
Much informal teaching is necessarily repetitive and depends on good will. Informal teaching is vital, and 
sealioning attacks it. 

As an alternative to the term "sealioning," we could simply refer to this practice as a different type of 
denial of service (DoS) attack—one aimed at humans rather than servers. Sealioning integrates social 
and technological manipulation to overload response capacity, tricking people into making an extensive, 
expensive effort that simultaneously prevents them from engaging elsewhere. On the one hand, sealion-
ing capitalizes on civility and conversation norms to demand debate and labor. On the other, sealioning 
exploits threading capabilities and often launches through search. A social media platform with compre-
hensive search functions is a database in which every word is indexed, and every public word retrievable. 
Keyword searches thus become scouting tools for attacks. Even three years or so after Gamergate began, 
Twitter users still intentionally misspell Gamergate to avoid appearing in searches.

Even when sealioning is recognized, responding suitably can be difficult. There are no clear norms for 
handling it—advice tends to simply suggest "Don’t feed the troll." While this may allow an individual to 
navigate the moment, it doesn’t address broader effects on trust and learning. 

In many ways, sealioning resembles the Gish gallop,3 a rhetorical strategy that creationists deployed 
when debating evolutionists in the late twentieth century. The Gish gallop—named for Duane Gish, a 
biochemist who became a famed creationist debater—careens through topics, rattling through half-truth 
after half-truth. It aims both to overwhelm opponents’ ability to respond and to introduce doubt into the 
minds of audiences. As a result, Eugenie C. Scott, anthropologist and former executive director for the 
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National Center for Science Education, advised evolutionists to avoid free-form debates. If debates sim-
ply had to be undertaken, Scott said, formal televised debates offered better spaces for argument—the 
focused structure reined in the Gish gallop.4

While superficially sealioning may seem but a mild annoyance, it undermines important social practices 
of trust and informal teaching. It’s a complicated problem to address. As sealioning mixes the social and 
the technological, so too might solutions to it. Perhaps solutions can draw from Scott’s advice, building 
or repurposing structures for focused interaction—something along the lines of Reddit’s Ask Me Any-
thing. Users might establish social norms of directing potential sea lions to such opportunities. From a 
linguistic perspective, sealioning is noticeably patterned—perhaps platforms could automate discovery 
of likely sealioning attempts and interrupt them. Better still, users and platforms could work together to 
redirect potential sea lions to structured learning opportunities—because sealioning attempts, after all, 
are teachable moments.

Many thanks to Lan Li and David Singerman for their thoughtful advice on this essay.
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Resharing of Images or Videos 
Without Consent: 
A Form of Relationship Violence 
and Harassment

 

Reynol Junco

 
         
The sharing of sexually explicit images, videos, and messages ("sexting") is a relatively common practice 
among people of different age groups.1 People report that sexting can increase sexual communication 
and intimacy with a partner (especially in long-distance relationships), that it provides an outlet for sex-
ual self-expression that can help people overcome inhibitions, and that many find it exciting, arousing, 
and fun.2 Contrary to many media messages, adults aged 25 to 34 are more likely to sext than 18- to 
24-year-olds.3

Can�it�go�wrong?
You’ve probably read this story in the media: person A sends person B a sexually explicit image or video 
of herself/himself. Person B then reshares that image with a larger audience (e.g., because of anger and 
hurt after a breakup, to embarrass the person, or to express sexual prowess), possibly yielding cata-
strophic consequences for person A. Person A, the victim, may suffer psychological distress and social 
consequences (e.g., public embarrassment, being shamed, losing a job, having to drop out of school). 
Sometimes the consequences are even worse. There have been a number of cases in which a victim 
committed suicide because of reshared images and the resultant bullying.4 While not directly suggesting 
blame, the traditional narrative tends to highlight primarily the terrible consequences of sexting, often 
arguing that if the person hadn’t sent the sexually explicit image in the first place, he or she would have 
never been exploited.5 Furthermore, the narrative rarely focuses on the person who reshared the images. 
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How�does�sexting�relate�to�harmful�speech?

The traditional narrative not only is wrong but can be seen as victim-shaming. Instead of focusing pri-
marily on the victim’s behavior, I believe we should devote much more attention to the behavior of the 
person who reshared the image or video without consent. Like other nonconsensual sexual acts, such 
resharing may be considered a form of relationship violence,6  and it can include elements of harassment. 
According to the Women’s Media Center, harassment may include a variety of tactics—including the 
resharing of images and videos without consent—that impact victims in legal, physical, emotional, and 
other consequential ways.7 Moreover, there is research suggesting that victims of nonconsensual reshar-
ing experience offline threats, blackmail, and a host of negative psychological consequences, including 
an increased prevalence of anxiety and depression.8 

Moving�forward
It is essential that as a society we understand that sexting—although a risky online practice (see Palfrey 
& Gasser for challenges related to young people and sexting9)—is relatively common and healthy, par-
ticularly among people who are dating.10 Nonconsensual resharing, on the other hand, is I believe ha-
rassment. Adopting this narrative is no easy task, as it may challenge some of our society’s beliefs about 
sexuality, especially women’s sexuality. On the other hand, like other forms of abstinence-only educa-
tion, suggesting people stop sexting to minimize the risks seems like a bad approach and will not work. 
Yet if we allow ourselves to focus on resharing as the problem, then we can begin to develop ways to 
tackle the challenges. For instance, relatively little research to date has focused on the characteristics of 
people who nonconsensually reshare sexually explicit images. Perhaps these people aren’t as empathic 
as the ones who don’t reshare. Perhaps they have more negative views about the other gender; perhaps 
these views might later predict physically abusive relationship behavior. There is so much we still do not 
know about who will nonconsensually reshare images, and until we know more, we will be unable to 
plan and implement appropriate strategies for mitigating and solving this form of relationship violence 
and harassment. 
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Goodbye to Anonymity?
A New Era of Online Comment Sections
Casey Tilton

In May 2016, FoxNews.com ran a short article about Malia Obama’s decision to attend Harvard Univer-
sity in 2017.1 To say that the anonymous comments in response to the article were racist and hate-filled 
would be an understatement; some of the more civil comments accused the president’s daughter of 
being a lucky recipient of affirmative action, while other comments were so shockingly toxic that the site 
soon decided to remove the comment section for the article altogether.

However, the article remained posted on Fox News’ Facebook page in the days following publication. Pre-
sumably due to Facebook’s real-name policy, the Facebook commenters used more civilized language—
but in my opinion there was still a racist tone running through many of the top comments. The lifting of 
anonymity may have improved the civility of the discourse, but it had little effect on the sentiment of 
some of the commenters.

Fox News is just one of many websites that have taken steps to deal with the harmful speech that is all 
too common in anonymous comment sections. In an attempt to curtail the onslaught of harmful speech, 
some high-profile websites including CNN, Popular Science, and Reuters have in recent years removed 
their online comment sections.2,3,4 Others require users to identify themselves before posting. USA Today, 
ESPN, and the Huffington Post, for example, require readers to log in to their Facebook accounts before 
they can contribute to a discussion.5,6,7

I believe it is unfortunate, at least from a free speech perspective, but understandable that news web-
sites would rather remove their comment sections or integrate with Facebook than choose to spend the 
necessary resources to moderate their anonymous comment sections. After all, human moderation of 
online discussion sections is time-consuming and expensive.8,9 Yet the decisions of these individual news 
outlets could have broader and potentially unintended implications for the future of online discourse. It 
is easy to imagine the real possibility of a future Internet largely devoid of anonymous discussions, where 
the great majority of online conversations take place in social media bubbles of like-minded communi-
ties.
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While the move to social media and non-anonymous discourse can improve online behavior in many 
cases, some industry experts warn of the consequences of this societal shift.10 A March 2017 study by the 
Pew Research Center,11 which surveyed 1,500 industry stakeholders about the future of online conver-
sations, discovered that many experts are wary of the migration to social media and the accompanying 
societal purge of user anonymity. Although most of the experts agree that non-anonymous online spaces 
are more inclusive and have generally more civil discourse, they worry that moving online conversations 
to non-anonymous social media will allow governments or other dominant institutions—like the social 
media platforms themselves—to pervasively monitor citizens, suppress free speech, and shape the social 
debate.

The decisions of individual organizations to remove anonymity from their comment sections are perfect-
ly reasonable when considered independently, although it is unfortunate that an inexhaustible stream of 
anonymous trolls have forced news websites to make these decisions. However, I worry that we do not 
yet fully understand the aggregate impact these individual decisions will have on the future of online dis-
course. As mentioned above, centralizing conversations on non-anonymous social media platforms like 
Facebook could give governments or other dominant institutions even more power to surveil citizens and 
shape the social debate. But purging anonymity from portions of the public sphere may do more good 
than harm if reducing the level of harmful speech provides a less hostile and less exclusionary environ-
ment. Ultimately, I hope news websites and social media platforms alike continue to look for solutions 
that will rid the Internet of harmful speech while simultaneously preserving anonymous, colorful debate.
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Pakistan’s Blasphemy Law: Using 
Hate Speech Laws to Limit Rights 
Online and Offline
Nighat Dad and Adnan Chaudhri

Among Muslim nations, Pakistan has a blasphemy law that is regarded as one of the most strict, going so 
far as to carry the death sentence should the state determine that certain actions or words on the part 
of the accused meet the criteria for blasphemy, whether by “innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indi-
rectly.”1 Through such broad and ambiguous wording, the law forbids anti-religious speech both offline 
and online, the latter owing to the August 2016 passage of the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, which 
contains provisions to tackle the “glorification” of loosely defined “hate speech” online.2 As a result, 
these ambiguous laws and the ways in which they are applied limit personal and digital freedoms. 

Often, implementation of the blasphemy law is carried out extrajudicially, with critics of the law having 
long regarded the legislation as providing justification or carte blanche for horrific grassroots attacks.3 
The government of Pakistan claims that no one has yet been executed for blasphemy in Pakistan, and yet 
increasing religious conservatism and intolerance in Pakistan have ensured that merely to be accused of 
blasphemy is to be at risk of grave physical danger beyond the purview of the institutional justice system. 
At the most severe end of the spectrum, accusations alone can sometimes lead to death at the hands of 
a mob, especially if the accused is a member of a religious minority. 

For example, on January 4, 2011, Salmaan Taseer, the governor of Punjab, was assassinated by Mumtaz 
Qadri, one of his bodyguards and a member of a counterterrorist division of the Punjab police force. 
Qadri said that he had killed Taseer because of his criticisms of Pakistan’s blasphemy legislation, and 
because Taseer had supported Asia Bibi, a Christian Pakistani who was convicted of blasphemy in 2010. 
In the wake of the news of the murder, there was widespread horror and condemnation both in Pakistan 
and overseas, but in some corners of Pakistan Qadri was celebrated and showered with flower petals. 
Some religious leaders in Pakistan even went on record that they "salute the bravery, valor and faith of 
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Mumtaz Qadri."4 Executed on February 29, 2016, Qadri remains popular in death. His grave is visited by 
hundreds per day, and a mosque that was built to honor him raised funds in 2014 in order to "double its 
capacity."5

Such extreme responses to accusations of blasphemy also occur in the digital world. Social media plat-
forms are popular with Pakistanis as a means of keeping in touch with friends and family, but they are 
also a vital space for dissenting voices, ethnic and religious minorities, and the LGBT community, espe-
cially now that physical spaces for free speech are shrinking. However, in 2015 and 2016 at least three 
people were given 13-year prison sentences for allegedly posting material of a blasphemous nature on 
Facebook. According to others, their only crime was to "Like" posts of a critical nature. Further, the 
law gives rise to platform censorship; news reports claim that Facebook has extensively blocked "illegal 
blasphemous content on Pakistan's request"6 from its site, with "85 per cent of such material" being re-
moved permanently. What’s more, members of Pakistan’s government have called for a clampdown on 
"blasphemy gangs" that post blasphemous content online7 and have demanded that Pakistanis involved 
in these gangs overseas be extradited back to Pakistan to face blasphemy charges.8

The following examples suggest that, as a result of the ambiguous nature of laws and their one-sided 
application and enforcement, open and free discourse is under threat. The government of Pakistan con-
tinues to seek out perpetrators of broadly defined and thus ambiguously "blasphemous" online content, 
shrinking space available for non-traditional ideas and content, and leaving many vulnerable groups in 
possible danger. Specifically, critics of the blasphemy law assert that it has been used to intimidate and 
stifle legitimate criticism. In January 2017 at least five Pakistani activists were picked up by plainclothes 
intelligence officers. The officers had received a complaint that alleged the activists, who had been crit-
ical of the government on social media, had spread blasphemous content on social media.9 As online 
and offline news outlets started circulating the story, protests calling for the return of the activists were 
launched. The activists were soon freed, but the events had a chilling effect on public efforts and activ-
ism. Further, on April 11, 2017, Pakistan’s Federal Investigation Agency launched a probe into Pakistani 
and international nongovernmental and civil society organizations that it claimed are "funding, support-
ing and disseminating blasphemous content and related activities in the country;"10 this will likely also 
chill free speech.

The irregularity with which the government applies the blasphemy law is beginning to encourage emu-
lation by the public. On April 13, 2017, a university student was murdered by a mob made up of fellow 
students after he was accused of blasphemy. The student, Mashal Khan, had been vocal regarding claims 
of corruption by university staff and faculty. After his death, it was discovered not only that the allega-
tions of blasphemy against Khan were false11 but that staff members at the university may have been 
responsible for the blasphemy claim.12

The conflicting values and social divide over Pakistan’s blasphemy law are a prime example of the strug-
gle to protect freedom of expression in the face of legislation that supposedly seeks to do exactly that 
by preventing “hate speech.” The restrictions that warrant removal of content that many find deeply 
offensive also are used as a pretense for restricting human rights, open discourse, and dissent. A pro-
gressive balance that proactively protects freedom of speech while taking a practical and evidence-based 
approach toward defining and implementing harmful speech legislation is not only needed but vitally 
necessary, to ensure that democratic discourse online and in the real world is not silenced.
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State Power and Extremism in Europe:
The Uneasy Relationship Between 
Governments and Social Media 
Companies
Kate Coyer

Terrorism and extremism are too often used as justifications for governments to expand state surveil-
lance and content regulation powers in the name of national security. These restrictions reveal them-
selves more overtly in repressive regimes like Turkey, Egypt, and Russia, but trends across the European 
Union demonstrate a range of governmental efforts taking advantage of the current climate to seize 
far-reaching powers with troubling implications for civil liberties and free expression online. 
 
One of British Prime Minister Theresa May’s immediate responses to recent terror attacks in the United 
Kingdom was to call for tighter internet regulations. However, the 2016 U.K. Investigatory Powers Act ex-
tends state surveillance over online communications by unprecedented measures, granting government 
expansive unchecked powers without judicial oversight and undermining fundamental source protec-
tions for journalists in the name of national security.¹ The act authorizes bulk data collection, requires 
internet and phone companies to collect and store browsing histories for 12 months—including lists of 
every website each internet user has visited—and gives law enforcement broad access to the data. 
 
One month after the attacks at Charlie Hebdo, the French government issued a decree granting the state 
powers to block websites accused of promoting terrorism without a court order, bypassing the court sys-
tem and thus subverting due process and the rule of law, instead placing police in the position of content 
regulators.2 The regulations had been under consideration since 2011 but were swiftly introduced follow-
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ing the Paris attacks. The government argued that companies like Facebook and Google were otherwise 
"accomplices" to terrorism. Digital rights group La Quadrature du Net argued: "The measure only gives 
the illusion that the State is acting for our safety … while going one step further in undermining funda-
mental rights online."3 Since then, state orders for content removal have doubled in France.4 Last year, 
the French government also passed a law criminalizing visiting a "terrorist website," legislation criticized 
because it presupposes intent. 

The relationship between government and social media companies is particularly fraught in authoritar-
ian countries. In Russia, anti-extremism and internet laws introduced over the last few years have given 
the state far-reaching powers to control online communication and curb political speech. Andrei Bubeyev 
was sentenced to over two years in prison under Russia’s extremism laws for posting an innocuous image 
on Russian-based social media platform VKontakte with the caption "Crimea Is Ukraine."5 The increas-
ingly authoritarian Turkish government, following the failed coup in July 2016, has come down heavily 
on dissent and oppositional voices online. The Turkish Ministry of the Interior reports that from August 
2016 to January 2017, 10,000 people were under suspicion and 1,656 social media users were arrested 
on suspicion of spreading terrorist propaganda and insulting state officials. Pianist and supporter of the 
2013 Gezi Park protests Dengin Ceyhan was arrested in winter 2017 for posts on social media that al-
legedly insulted the president. President Erdoğan has regularly blocked access to social media platforms 
and communication apps in the name of public safety, including access during the arrest of opposition 
members of Parliament. 

In an effort to stave off potentially overreaching regulations, the technology companies Facebook, Goo-
gle, Twitter, and Microsoft agreed upon a Code of Conduct on Illegal Online Hate Speech with the Euro-
pean Commission. The companies committed to take the lead on countering the spread of illegal hate 
speech online and to review removal requests within 24 hours. In the EU’s announcement, EU Commis-
sioner Vĕra Jourová said, “The recent terror attacks have reminded us of the urgent need to address 
illegal online hate speech.”6 Numerous digital rights organizations voiced strong concerns about the 
agreement, in no small part because the code was developed with no public input and without adequate 
involvement from civil society.7 
 
The code raises several concerns: the implication that states are delegating enforcement to compa-
nies, and the likelihood of corrosive impacts on proportionality and due process. Without assurances 
that companies will increase their content review staff to manage the process, this will likely result in 
over-compliance and removal of legitimate speech. It’s also debatable whether or not an EU initiative 
that encourages private companies to restrict freedom of expression without sufficient safeguards would 
stand under the scrutiny of the European Charter on Fundamental Rights, through which it could be la-
beled a type of “state interference by proxy.”8

 
Also of concern is that companies are being asked to define extremism while there is no internationally 
recognized definition or common standards across social media platforms. Even the category of “hate 
speech” lacks consistency across the European Union.9 A handful of European countries (Italy, Austria, 
and Denmark) still have blasphemy laws (and Ireland only recently enacted one), despite international 
human rights efforts to end such statutes. 
 
Countering violent extremism and hate speech are closely linked, but companies need to resist govern-
ment pressures to broadly define and overregulate hate speech; regulatory responses should be bal-
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anced with the protection of civil liberties; and the public should become more vigilant to recognize 
and object to both corporate and governmental overreach. We need to be sure our conversations about 
extremism look inclusively at where the greatest threats to safety and security lie, including right-wing 
extremism and white supremacy, and the emergent intentional and unintentional harms.
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Internet Shutdowns: Not the 
Answer to Harmful Speech Online
Grace Mutung’u

Although the Kenyan Constitution enshrines freedoms of conscience, expression, media, and ac-
cess to information, freedom of expression is limited. It does not “extend to propaganda for war, 
incitement to violence, hate speech or advocacy of hatred that constitutes ethnic incitement, 
vilification of others, incitement to cause harm or discrimination.”1 Hate speech is defined in the Na-
tional Cohesion and Integration Act as the use or display of threatening, abusive, or insulting words 
or behavior with the intent of stirring ethnic hatred.2 There is also a Code of Conduct under the 
Elections Act (2011) that, beyond forbidding parties and candidates from acts of violence or intim-
idation, requires them to “condemn, avoid and take steps to prevent violence and intimidation.”3 
  
Kenya will hold its second General Election under the new Constitution on 8 August 2017. Tradition-
ally, elections are highly contested for many reasons; among them, leaders wield considerable pow-
er over who has access to economic opportunities, and voters are mobilized along ethnic lines. 
Since the reintroduction of multipartyism in 1991, there has been violence with every election.4  
  
Aided by social media tools such as Whatsapp, Twitter, and Facebook, Kenyans have vibrant, but also 
sometimes abrasive, conversations online during election periods. The government, wary of the coun-
try’s deep history of violence surrounding election time, considers such dialogue as hate speech online, 
and responds to it in two ways: several agencies monitor online communications, and, should social 
media become “unmanageable,” the sector regulator has warned of its willingness to induce an Internet 
shutdown.5 This essay discusses three aspects of hate speech online and argues that enforcement of ex-
isting law would be more effective than stifling rights and shutting down the Internet.

Considering�Hate�Speech�Online�in�Kenya
Three aspects of hate speech online in Kenya must be considered to fully grasp the problem’s intricacies. 
First, academics, activists, artists, and thought leaders use the internet to speak in ways that could be 
considered provocative, especially regarding societal issues such as governance and historical injustices. 
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While such speech is not intended to cause harm, it often receives emotional comments that ultimately 
degenerate into tribal disparagement. For example, David Ndii, a writer, has been the target of several 
social media campaigns dubbed #DavidNdiiExposed for his articles, such as one that interrogates the 
notion of Kenyan nationhood.6 Such campaigns generate heated debates that have tribal undertones.  
  
Second is the nexus among political messaging, ethnicity, and hate speech online. Kenyans carry an-
tagonism built up during campaigning into the “governance” period,7 and this often surfaces online. 
After 2013 elections, the presidency set up the Presidential Strategic Communications Unit (PSCU), 
which actively engages the opposition politically on social media.8 The conversations are sometimes 
laced with vilifying statements that encourage a culture of reckless discourse and increase polarization. 
  
A third consideration is the role of law enforcement in cases involving hate speech online. Two concerns 
arise: the first is the weak prosecution of high-profile offenders under existing laws, and the second is 
increased online surveillance. Since the run-up to the 2013 election, the public has been keen to call out 
content deemed hate speech,9 particularly from politicians, resulting in a few high-profile prosecutions. 
The most notorious is “Pangani 6,” in which eight parliamentarians from both coalitions were arrested 
for hate-mongering during political rallies.10 Despite video evidence of their utterances, which have been 
shared widely online, these and other such cases have been collapsing for lack of evidence or other techni-
calities. While Susan Benesch argues that the definition of hate speech in the Cohesion Act is ambiguous,11 
weak prosecution has denied the judiciary an opportunity to interpret aspects of hate speech online.12 
  
Alongside weak prosecution, law enforcement has also increased surveillance and monitoring, reminis-
cent of the 1980s.13 The National Cohesion and Integration Commission hired social media monitors, 
while the Communications Authority procured social media monitoring tools.14,15 There are no official 
reports on the nature and benefits of the surveillance but Privacy International links communication 
surveillance to extrajudicial killings.16 

Toward�2017�Elections
Societal issues that arise due to hate speech require multilayered interventions, most of which are part of 
constitutional implementation. The role of state agencies is to protect space for speech—not diminish it. For 
instance, in April 2017 the main political parties nominated candidates, but the process was laden with logis-
tical and functional inefficiencies.17 With contested results in the nominations, the availability of communi-
cations infrastructure gave the public an outlet to express their views about democracy and the flaws in the 
current system. This demonstrates the necessity for online connectivity during periods such as elections (an 
unrelated three-hour national blackout of the main mobile network operator, Safaricom, was reported).18 
  
Non-state actors must continue to aid the public in contributing meaningfully and civilly to political 
discussions. This could be done by creating processes of accountability for political speech, as well as 
peace-building efforts such as those in the 2013 election.19 These include civic education and open-
ing debates on issues such as land and corruption as healthy outlets for civil discussion. Self-reg-
ulation in community spaces, the media, and among service providers must also be encouraged.20, 21  
  
Combating hate speech online is a collective effort, shutting down the internet should not be the answer 
to this problem. On the issue of enforcement of the law, the need for better coordination among agen-
cies in the anti-hate-speech space cannot be overstated, as overall there is enough space within the law 
and judicial mechanisms to pursue perpetrators of hate speech online. When Kenyans play their part 
by identifying instances of incitement, state agencies should equally perform their role within the law. 
  
Further, the Kenyan government has had a history of being overbearing and stifling freedoms. The nation 
is undergoing a rebirth through the new Constitution. Rebuilding the nation is a progressive task, but it 
also requires safeguarding the gains under the new dispensation. In the case of hate speech online, re-
course to the law has not been tested enough to justify measures as drastic as shutting down the internet 
in response.
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Civil Society Puts a Hand on the Wheel:
Diverse Responses to Harmful Speech
Susan Benesch

A single response to harmful speech online—deletion, or “takedown” in industry parlance—is by far the 
most discussed and demanded, but other responses deserve notice, especially those that convince peo-
ple to post less harmful speech.

Takedown focuses on the offending content alone—not on those who post it nor those who are harmed 
by it—so it doesn’t do much to persuade people to stop thinking, speaking, or re-posting in harmful 
ways, and it doesn’t remedy the harm done to people who are exposed to the content before it’s re-
moved. Takedown is an ever-expanding game of Whac-a-Mole1: it can’t keep up with the staggering rate 
at which new content appears online, except perhaps if takedown becomes automated, algorithmic prior 
censorship, which tends to be overbroad and would infringe on freedom of speech.2 Also, takedown is a 
method that can be practiced only by internet companies, making and applying their own internal rules 
for it, while governments pressure them to take down more content.3

Meanwhile, alternative responses to harmful speech online are being invented and tested by internet 
users and nonprofit organizations. Some of these efforts have persuaded people, albeit on a small scale 
so far, to stop posting harmful content. Other civil society responses sidestep both content and content 
producers, to succor the targets of harmful speech instead. Still others use humor to defuse harmful 
speech. Of the intriguing new civil society responses to harmful speech, a few of the most promising are 
described below.

A common thread among the methods is to take action offline, calling out harmful speech where people 
may be more susceptible to social pressure against it. If a boy or young man threatens to rape you, for 
example, you may get a speedy apology by telling (or merely threatening to tell) his mother. When Oliver 
Rawlings, then 20 years old, sent a highly offensive sexualized tweet to the University of Cambridge clas-
sics scholar Mary Beard, one of her Twitter followers offered Beard the mailing address of his mother.4 
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Rawlings recanted instead, and Beard later invited him to lunch in Cambridge. Alanah Pearce, an Austra-
lian game critic, found the mothers of several of her trolls on Facebook and forwarded rape threats their 
sons had sent her. One of the mothers required her son to handwrite a letter of apology and pressed his 
school to teach online safety.5

Not everyone relies on mothers: many outraged internet users contact employers instead, demanding 
that people be fired. Such demands have succeeded—and this type of effort often spills over into vigilan-
tism and excessive punishment. In many cases, the response to harmful speech is as vitriolic and relent-
less as the speech it denounces.6

In light of these dangers, some campaigns against harmful speech have been thoughtfully calibrated to 
teach, while also protecting people from angry outrage. In Brazil, for example, the selection of Maria Julia 
Coutinho as the first black weather forecaster for the popular television news program Jornal Nacional in 
2015 was met with a surge of online racism. The black women’s rights organization Criola responded with 
a campaign called Mirrors of Racism, reproducing racist comments from Facebook on large billboards, 
with the slogan "Virtual Racism. Real consequences."7

Criola’s director, Jurema Werneck, said the organization geolocated the authors of the racist comments 
by studying their social media presences and put the billboards in their own neighborhoods, so they 
would see their own words called out near their homes. But Criola chose not to name them. "We omitted 
names and faces of the authors—we had no intention of exposing them. We just wanted to raise aware-
ness and start a discussion, in order to make people think about the consequences before posting this 
kind of comments on the internet," Criola wrote.8 The authors of racist posts were protected from public 
attack, therefore, but were still exposed to the silent shaming of seeing their own words emblazoned in 
large letters—and called out as harmful speech. 

As a result of the campaign, 83 percent of the commenters deleted their accounts, according to Crio-
la—and one commenter came forward to apologize. "I could see just how racist I had really been, even 
though that wasn’t really my intention," said Lucas Arruda, in front of his post on a billboard: "Cheguei a 
casa fedendo a preto" (I got home stinking of black people). 

In some cases, the goal of a response to harmful speech is not to discourage that speech per se but in-
stead to alleviate the harm felt by people at whom it is directly aimed. HeartMob is a web platform that 
allows the targets of harassment to recruit online “bystanders”—other people who are online at the 
same time—to help them during an attack by giving particular types of aid, such as sending the target 
supportive messages, documenting the abuse, and/or reporting the content to an internet platform. 
Emily May, who created HeartMob after she was inspired by activism to diminish street harassment of 
women, points out that on the street bystanders are not always present, but bystanders are always avail-
able online. Trollbusters, a platform similar to HeartMob, recruits "virtual S.O.S. teams" to send messages 
of support to the social media feed of a target of online harassment, in an attempt to drown it out. 

Blockbots are one more tool that targets of harassment use to protect themselves against it, in this case 
by preventing themselves from seeing it at all. Blockbots are applications that allow Twitter users to block 
lists of other users—and to share those lists easily. When a user subscribes to a list, the bot uses the 
Twitter API to block the accounts on the list automatically, avoiding the tedious process of blocking each 
account individually. This innovation proved so useful for targets of harassment that Twitter built into its 
platform the option to import and export block lists in 2015.

These efforts use fundamentally different methods to diminish harm: from magnifying racist messages 
and displaying them, literally, in the sunlight to trying to leave them hidden in the dark corners of Twitter. 
Each of them deserves study, to determine its actual capacity to reduce harmful speech or the damage 
it does. Researchers must be careful, though, to protect themselves from targeted abuse in the course 
of their work.9
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Moderation and Sense of 
Community in a Youth-Oriented 
Online Platform: Scratch’s 
Governance Strategy for 
Addressing Harmful Speech 
Andres Lombana-Bermudez

Online platforms and virtual worlds have become important spaces for youth development, socialization, 
and learning. Children and youth are growing up in a networked communication environment in which 
they are leveraging digital tools for expressing their creativity, seeking information, and building relation-
ships. They are participating in "networked publics" of different sizes and themes, where they commu-
nicate with peers and mentors, share content they create, and engage in communal activities such as 
playing games and exchanging information about specific topics.1,2,3,4

Although engaging in online platforms and networked publics presents opportunities for learning, identi-
ty development, and networking, doing so also poses certain risks. Parents and other adults have raised 
concerns about the presence of harmful speech in these digital spaces, particularly cyberbullying. An 
extension of bullying behaviors in offline spaces, cyberbullying consists of the use of digital tools to harm 
others, and it has driven much of the discourse around child safety in mainstream media.5,6,7,8 

Youth-oriented online platforms have approached harmful speech in different ways. While some heavily 
moderated platforms try to minimize risks by limiting opportunities for creative expression (e.g., pre-writ-
ten chat messages as in Kart Kingdom and Club Penguin), other platforms take a "no holds barred" ap-
proach even if it results in mean and rude content (e.g., 4chan, MemeGenerator). In between these 
competing perspectives is Scratch, a youth-oriented nonprofit platform launched in 2007 by the Lifelong 
Kindergarten research group at the MIT Media Lab. This platform allows users to create and share inter-
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active multimedia projects and to publish text-based messages (a form of asynchronous communication) 
across several spaces such as projects and studio comments, and discussion forums. 

Scratch is a successful example of how an online community can reduce the incidence of harmful speech 
and foster civil dialogue while at the same time scaling up, and fostering youth's agency and creative 
expression.9 The platform has implemented a governance strategy that combines proactive and reactive 
moderation (through content curation and filtering) with the cultivation of socially beneficial norms and 
a sense of community. This hybrid strategy has allowed Scratch to address harmful speech successfully, 
decreasing its incidence and prevalence. Particularly, it has allowed adult moderators and young commu-
nity members to regulate uncivil behaviors such as spamming, harassment, and publishing mean, rude, 
and inappropriate or profane content.

Scratch�Guiding�Principles
Establishing clear, brief, and youth-friendly Community Guidelines has been key to cultivating a support-
ive and safe community. The guidelines lay out a set of core values or guiding principles that all mem-
bers of the community share and follow. As one of the Scratch moderators explained to me during an 
interview for the Coding for All project, the Community Guidelines are easy to "absorb" and to "own" by 
youth of all ages.10 

The guidelines encompass six short guiding principles: (1) be respectful; (2) be constructive; (3) share; (4) 
keep personal info private; (5) be honest; and (6) help keep the site friendly. All new users of the platform 
are encouraged to read the Community Guidelines when they join, and they receive automated messag-
es that remind them of "commenting respectfully" when they start publishing their first comments and 
posts. If new users try to create a comment that uses language the system detects as unconstructive or 
inappropriate, they get an automated message that prevents them from posting; tells them that their 
comment "may be mean or disrespectful" and that they need to read the Community Guidelines; and 
includes a reminder to "be nice." The guidelines are available across the platform, accessible through a 
link that appears at the bottom of all pages.

Being respectful, keeping the site friendly, and being constructive, in particular, are core values that di-
rectly address harmful speech. Any content that breaks these values is taken down by a sophisticated 
moderation scheme that includes adult moderators, automated software filters, and young communi-
ty members. According to the four Scratch moderators I interviewed, the most common instances of 
harmful speech on Scratch are spam comments, followed by mean and rude comments that are uncon-
structive and inappropriate (typically profanity or swearing). Although instances of hate speech and ha-
rassment are rare, if they appear they are censored right away by the moderation system. As one of the 
moderators explained to me, the few cases of cyberbullying that have appeared on Scratch are among 
users who know each other in real life and carry conflict from their school into the online platform. 

Scratch’s core values promote kindness and inclusion within a platform that is diverse in terms of users' 
age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, and religion. They empower youth to engage in civil 
dialogue and to actively and responsibly participate in building a safe space. As the members of the com-
munity "absorb" the guiding principles, they actively engage in the dissemination of the guidelines on 
their own. Exercising their agency, Scratchers, as the members of the community call themselves, have 
designed multimedia projects that explain the Community Guidelines in creative ways (there are hun-
dreds of projects dedicated to explaining the guidelines).

Tandem�Moderation:�Adult�Moderators�+�Scratchers
In order to effectively manage growth and foster a sense of community, Scratch has deployed a gover-
nance and moderation system in which both adults and youth engage in regulating, monitoring, and 
enforcing the Community Guidelines while leveraging different sociotechnical tools, all against the back-
drop of a high degree of transparency (all user-generated content is public). As the Scratch community 
manager noted during one of our interviews, "moderation is done in tandem with Scratchers." 
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The Scratch Team has 16 adult moderators, including one community manager and one community coor-
dinator, all of whom actively moderate. These adults have full-time and part-time paid jobs with Scratch 
and moderate all the discourse that is generated on the platform. They do this with the help of automat-
ed software filters that detect harmful speech using a list of designated words and phrases, and also help 
from users who flag content that violates the Community Guidelines. As adult moderators review the 
content that has been flagged, they evaluate if it violates the Community Guidelines. If it does, the con-
tent is considered harmful speech, it is removed from the platform, and the moderators send a private 
alert to the user who created it. Moderators also ban users who repeatedly break the guidelines and, in 
rare cases, communicate with parents via email in order to restore an account that has been blocked. 

Young members of the community contribute to the moderation scheme by flagging inappropriate con-
tent that is published on the platform. From project and studio comments to forum posts, all spaces 
where content is shared have buttons that Scratchers can use for reporting, and approximately 200-300 
user reports are generated daily. Moreover, Scratchers also engage in moderation by using the Com-
munity Guidelines as tools for civil dialogue, referring to specific principles when commenting in peers' 
projects and studios, and citing guidelines when posting in discussion forums. 

Conclusion
Scratch is a successful example of how governance strategies can foster safe, positive, and diverse 
youth-oriented online platforms, and reduce the incidence of harmful speech. The implementation of a 
hybrid strategy that combines active content curation and filtering with the cultivation of a sense of com-
munity has proven to be highly effective. Specifically, Scratch has thrived through two key dimensions: 
1) establishing a moderation scheme in which both adult moderators and community members actively 
monitor the platform with the help of automated software filters, and 2) supporting community engage-
ment through the adoption and championing of clear core values. This combined approach has been 
highly successful in reducing the incidence of harmful speech while simultaneously supporting youth 
agency, freedom of expression, learning, and creativity. 
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If We Own It, We Define It:
The Dilemma of Self-Regulating 
Hate Speech
Helmi Noman

I examine in this essay the susceptibility of online communities to hosting harmful speech relative to their 
self-regulation dynamics. I review whether forum-based communities employ mechanisms to critically 
examine member contributions for potentially harmful speech and whether they introduce mitigation 
measures. I look into Arabic forum-based communities as an exploratory case study. I find that admin-
istrative ownership of the online space together with social norms and cultural prejudices implicate its 
self-regulation system in a regulatory dilemma: the administrators own both the forum and the definition 
of harmful speech. I conclude that forum-based communities need to introduce thoughtful deliberation 
of what constitutes harmful speech independent of their biases and apply cues of control to inhibit their 
in-group prejudices.

About�the�Forums
Arabic forum-based communities facilitate discourse on various issues. The forum’s contributions are 
publicly accessible, but registration is required for contributors. Each forum has a thematic focus such as 
religion, politics, tribalism, technology, hacking, or entertainment. Forum owners register their forum’s 
domain name, create the initial content and design, moderate member contributions, and continue to 
contribute content and shape the overall identity of their forum. They also assign administrative and 
moderation privileges to like-minded active members. Each forum has its own self-regulation guidelines, 
which reflect its community’s understanding of what acceptable speech is, and are primed by the com-
munity’s cultural inclination. Content that amounts to harmful speech appears in the form of sectarian 
and racial hatred, aggressive nationalism, tribal fanaticism and ethnocentrism, prejudice against non-Is-
lamic faiths, and otherwise militant and extremist content. Many of the forums have a noticeably prej-
udiced outlook and in some cases a hostile attitude toward out-groups. This is particularly evident in 
religion-focused forums, especially those that are either Sunni or Shiite. 
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The�Dilemma�of�Self-Regulation
Forum administrators have not formalized terms like harmful speech or hate speech in their self-regula-
tion lexicon. Each forum’s administrators provide broad guidelines on acceptable and offensive speech, 
and they neither cite independent attempts to define harmful speech nor consult national, regional, or 
international frames on the issue. The forums give their members the option to report offensive con-
tributions to the administrators, but they do not present established mechanisms to critically examine 
member contributions for harmful speech. The space ownership and moderation dynamic seem to con-
tribute to making each forum a host of a particular cultural inclination: The administrators contribute 
content and advance the forum cause or belief. At the same time, they assume the role of judges. They 
own the forum and hence the definition of harmful content; they draw the contours of what is admissi-
ble. This system seems to be behind the seemingly homogeneous behavior of each forum’s members as 
voices challenging potentially harmful messages are rare and not audible enough to influence the policy 
on harmful speech. As a result, contributions do not go through a rigorous harmful speech test; rather, in-
clusion and exclusion of what amounts to harmful speech is subject to each community’s interpretation. 
  
The self-regulatory systems in these forums pose a dilemma because they do not articulate clear boundaries 
of inadmissible speech. The systems favor in-groups and the de facto enforcement policies condone post-
ing of highly problematic content about out-groups. For example, religion-focused Sunni and Shiite forums 
mention in their contribution policies that they do not allow sectarian offenses, and in many cases they state 
exceptions to the limits of offensive speech such as evidence-based statements and arguments about out-
groups. Despite these policies, inflammatory and harmful sectarian speech is common in these forums: 
members refer to the other sect using pejorative and demeaning terms, and report what they describe as 
scandals from the other sect’s religious texts, historical symbols, and contemporary figures and practices.  
  
In most cases, each forum’s policy emphasizes in its guidelines respect to sanctity of life for all. And 
yet a religion-focused forum whose terms and conditions ban content that "violates human sanctu-
ary" allows users to post remarks celebrating the murder of the Jordanian writer and political activ-
ist Nahed Hattar by an extremist in September 2016.1,2 Hattar was killed on his way to attend a court 
hearing for sharing a caricature on Facebook that sparked controversy and was considered offen-
sive to Islam. The killer was later charged with terrorism and put to death. Celebrating murder can 
be considered amoral in many societies, and yet this speech was permitted in this particular context.  
  
In other examples, a forum that focuses mainly on historical religiously motivated "afflictions and fierce 
battles" contains incendiary remarks about religious minorities such as the Copts in Egypt.3 A political 
discourse forum whose terms and conditions stress the use of appropriate terms in political dialogues 
allows users to use derogatory terms when referring to fellow Yemenis who are not from their region.4 
The terms, such as Dehbashi,5 can damage the social fabric in the already civil-war-torn country. Voices 
with harmful messages attempt to influence hacking forum activities by encouraging hackers to target 
political networks and websites of those they describe as enemies of Islam and infidels; thus they create 
a hateful hacking subculture in a largely white hat hacking platform.6

  
This uncontested self-regulatory model is exacerbated by two contributing factors: Unlike social media, 
the forums receive limited external or independent attention that can invigorate debate on their harmful 
speech policies. For example, whereas the Jordanian authorities arrested and referred for legal prosecu-
tion social media users for posting hate speech after the killing of Hattar,7 similar content appears on the 
forums and evades regulatory attention. Also, the forums work outside intermediary liability regimes. For 
example, there are no accessible mechanisms to flag potentially offensive content to the web services 
that host the forums.
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Conclusion
Self-regulated forum-based communities are prone to promulgating harmful speech in a manner that 
is deeply embedded in self-regulatory systems. Forum administrators of homophilic communities risk 
creating a climate that permits and even normalizes harmful speech. The problem is likely to persist and 
hit more communities as forums increasingly host rhetoric on the region’s ongoing political and religious 
conflicts. Harmful speech is rooted in cultural grounds—the "self" in “self-regulation.” Because the self 
owns the space and shapes its policies, the priority is how to better moderate the self as that will subse-
quently influence the regulation.
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Difficult Speech in Feminist 
Communities
Kendra Albert

Many feminist communities online have developed sets of practices to accommodate, moderate, and 
regulate speech. As we consider the implications of hateful speech on our online communities, it is vital 
that we also reflect upon how communities deliberatively deal with wanted yet complicated topics, and 
whether these practices can provide models for dealing with formulating and regulating speech accord-
ing to community-developed norms. This essay discusses one such set of models — a set of interventions 
against what I call “difficult speech.”

Difficult speech is speech that is wanted yet may also cause discomfort or harm in a community with 
a shared set of norms. For example, a trans person in a community aimed at trans folks might want to 
discuss their body as part of seeking advice on dysphoria (a psychological condition of distress stem-
ming from one’s body not matching one’s gender). However, for other trans folks, a person’s recount-
ing of their feelings about their body may be something that they cannot read without having suicidal 
thoughts. The issue is further complicated by the fact that what may cause difficulty for a person on their 
bad day might be perfectly fine a few days later. This variability, across both people and time, creates 
unique moderation needs. In writing this piece, I reviewed a small number (~5) of feminist sites, including 
both blogs with moderated comments sections and forums/private community spaces, to see how they 
deal with difficult speech. Content warnings and multiple channels with redirection are two options for 
handling this moderation that were common to multiple surveyed spaces. 

Using�Content�Warnings�to�Offset�the�Impact�of�Difficult�Speech
Perhaps the most obvious method of dealing with difficult speech is "content warnings" or “trigger warn-
ings.” Content warnings are literal statements of the content of following text or images—for example, if 
a text contains the first-person narrative of sexual assault, a content warning might say “sexual assault.” 
(Generally, the term “content warning” is considered broader than “trigger warning” and thus I will use 
it.) 
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Content warnings are not unique to feminist communities but are probably more common in feminist 
spaces than elsewhere. Warnings can be used in a variety of circumstances, for content containing any-
thing from depictions of rape to manifestations of white supremacy. In some communities, warnings 
are deployed along with tags that make the difficult material unreadable unless moused over (“spoiler 
tags”). Where material is not obscured, a content warning can be paired with a note about how much 
text the warning covers (“CN: police violence, next 4 paragraphs”).

Communities often engage in discursive practices around what kinds of content requires a warning—al-
lowing autonomy and discussion over shared values. Commonly chosen content warnings among some 
feminist communities surveyed include “sexual assault,” “transphobia,” “racism,” “war on agency” (re-
productive rights), and “Nazis.” As demonstrated by this list, the potential options are broad and often 
depend on the needs and characteristics of the members of the community.

Using�Multiple�Channels�to�Respond�to�Difficult�Speech
Some communities use a combination of multiple channels and conversation redirection to handle diffi-
cult speech. For example, there might be two channels for a particular issue: #bodyissues and #bodyis-
sues-unfiltered. When someone wants to talk about something that others might find difficult, either as 
explicitly mentioned in guidelines or just understood as a sensitive topic, they might post in #bodyissues 
with a content warning and a pointer – “I want to talk about a dysmorphia thing in unfiltered. If you’re up 
for listening meet me there.” Users who are able to support can view #bodyissues-unfiltered to read and 
comment. Other users who may not be worried about potential triggers can view the unfiltered channel 
as part of their daily community interactions. 

Finally, a user who is finding a conversation taking place in the #bodyissues tag difficult can ask other us-
ers to move to #bodyissues-unfiltered. This allows for more situational reactivity than a more traditional 
content warning system.

Platforms,�Affordances,�and�Regulation
One notable characteristic of the aforementioned interventions that deal with difficult speech is that 
they rely on platforms having particular affordances, and on making these affordances accessible to mod-
erators—the power to ban members, to create multiple channels, and to block out speech (for example, 
with spoiler tags). Thus, difficult speech interventions may not be possible in communities that work on 
platforms that lack these. For example, a community on Facebook couldn’t use spoiler tags, as they are 
unsupported by the platform. 

Additionally, difficult speech interventions can be undermined by more traditional moderation actions 
by platforms. For example, imagine a racial slur is used in the context of explaining a recent experience 
and asking for reassurance. If an appropriate content warning is used, the harmful effects on members 
of the targeted community may be mitigated. Nevertheless, the post containing the slur might trigger a 
“shadowban” or “time out” from the platform due to the language—resulting in fewer people seeing the 
post at all, the exact opposite of what the user may need.

As I write this essay, Mastodon, an alternative social network, has been rapidly gaining popularity. Mast-
odon supports content warnings, and users from different Mastodon servers have been engaged in ro-
bust debate over what content deserves warnings, from politics to porn. Whether Mastodon ends up 
going the way of forgotten social networks like Diaspora or Ello or becomes widely adopted, it is notable 
that content warnings are now increasingly integrated directly into platforms. 

Since much regulation of speech is bound up in legal frameworks and debates over banned terms, com-
munity adaptations to difficult speech, like those taking place on feminist platforms or on Mastodon, 
suggest a new way forward for dealing with harmful speech online.
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Comment Moderation by 
Algorithm: The Management of 
Online Comments at the German 
Newspaper ‘Die Welt’
Anke Sterzing, Felix Oberholzer-Gee, and Holger Melas

Many media organizations refrain from publishing reader comments they deem inappropriate. In one 
recent high-profile case, National Public Radio stopped publishing comments altogether on NPR.org, 
arguing that social media such as Twitter and Facebook were better suited for listener comments and 
public debate.1 In shutting down the entire comment section, NPR joined the ranks of the Chicago Sun-
Times, Reuters, the Week, and even magazines such as Popular Science.2 Media outlets that continue to 
publish reader comments invariably resort to heavy moderation in order to preserve civility and avoid 
hate speech, but also to save costs.

Media outlets that eliminate reader commentary give up a potentially attractive means to engage their 
readers. At the German newspaper Die Welt, a national daily and the object of this brief case study, the 
commentary section garners 10 percent of all page visits. Readers who visit the section exhibit increased 
retention and a greater likelihood of returning to Die Welt.  Moreover, live chats with journalists seem 
to increase readers’ willingness to pay and tie readers more effectively to the brand. Managing the flood 
of comments, however, is challenging. Initially, Die Welt checked each comment before publication, an 
expensive and time-consuming process that left the moderators with little opportunity to engage in the 
debates.3

To preserve the economic viability of online comments, Die Welt introduced a computational linguistic 
tool in October 2015. Its algorithms examine each comment prior to publication. Readers’ contributions 
are classified as falling into one of three categories: publishable, to be rejected, and potentially unsafe. 
The moderation team therefore only needs to assess the comments that are classified as potentially 
unsafe.
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Thanks to the linguistic tool, users who respect the law and the editorial rules of Die Welt can communi-
cate almost in real time, even when contribution volumes are very high. In addition, manual moderation 
has decreased by about 70 percent. This frees up the moderators to answer questions, supervise live 
chats with authors and experts, and publish the most interesting reader comments to social media.

Similar to Google’s tool Perspective, which is now used by the New York Times and the Economist,4 the 
algorithm that Die Welt uses was trained on the 8.5 million comments the paper received from 2011 to 
2015. Each of these had been classified by human editors. Building on human judgment, the tool now 
relies on semantic, syntactic, and morphological data analysis to distinguish publishable comments from 
problematic content. Each comment is compared with extensive blacklists and gray lists and a lexicon 
of offensive language. In the experience of Die Welt, electronic masking and meaningless sequences of 
symbols all heighten the likelihood that a comment cannot be published. Unusual punctuation and the 
heavy use of numbers, capitalized letters, and foreign words also raise suspicion.

As the language used online evolves quickly, Die Welt updates its algorithm constantly. The automatic 
moderation system has a feedback API that allows readers to flag inappropriate comments. If the mod-
erators’ judgment concurs with the view of readers, the reclassified comments help to further train the 
algorithm. Because Die Welt’s algorithm is used by other media outlets as well, the paper can learn from 
the experience of online journalism more generally. At this time, the automated moderation system has 
an error rate of less than 4 percent.

Perhaps surprisingly, it now performs better than human moderators did in the past. While its average 
performance is remarkable, there are times when comments on specific articles cause waves of reader 
flags and a need for extensive re-moderation. In these circumstances, the paper switches back to human 
moderation of all comments on the article until its algorithm can be updated correspondingly.

Combining a learning algorithm with experienced moderators and critical readers allows Die Welt to 
continue the publication of reader comments at moderate cost and with little risk of publishing illegal 
and offensive speech.
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Decoding Hate Speech in the 
Danish Public Online Debate
Lumi Zuleta

Social media is playing an integral part in today’s public debate. On the one hand, social media has made 
it easier to use our freedom of expression and participate in the public debate. On the other hand, the 
tone online has been criticized for polarizing, spreading hate, and silencing people.

The rise of hate speech online is ascribed to social media, where hateful comments are easily shared 
and spread to a large audience. Specifically, in Denmark, Facebook is the most commonly accessed social 
media platform, used by 97 percent of 16- to 89-year-olds every week.1

This paper presents key findings from a study of hate speech on the Facebook pages of DR and TV 2 — 
the two major news outlets in Denmark.2 The study is based on a questionnaire survey and a quantitative 
content analysis of 2,996 Facebook comments.3

The�Chilling�Effect
In a representative survey from 2016, 50 percent of the Danes said that the tone in social media de-
bates keeps them from expressing their opinion and from participating in the debate.4 The fact that 
a harsh tone scares people off points to a democratic problem with consequences for public debate. 

Public debate is a cornerstone of a democratic society—not as a constitutional right or an institution but 
as something citizens and decision makers develop together, often using the media as an intermediary. In 
this light, it is interesting to study debate on one of the latest and most popular platforms—Facebook—
and look at how it is moderated by news media.
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Prevalence�of�Hate�Speech
Content analysis found that one in seven comments (15 percent) contains hate speech (the definition 
covers both lawful and unlawful hate speech).5 Hate speech most often appears in connection with news 
posts about religion, refugees, gender equality, politics, and integration.

The majority of the hateful comments derive from male debaters (76 percent). In most instances, hate 
speech targets people’s political beliefs or specific politicians. Other areas that often draw hateful com-
ments are religion and ethnicity. Particularly Islam and individuals of non-Danish descent are subjected 
to hate speech. Hate speech based on gender is more frequently targeted at women than at men. 

Media�Responsibility?
At a time where much of the public debate takes place online, it is important to discuss media respon-
sibility with regard to combating hate speech. In a Danish context, the media’s legal responsibility when 
hosting online debates on social media platforms remains unclear. However, when asking users,6 a large 
majority (77 percent) believe that the media has a responsibility to remove offensive and derogatory 
comments. This indicates that users want the media to be more proactive in ensuring a civil tone in the 
debate. The question is how the media should approach this task, without violating freedom of expres-
sion. 

The fact that one in two refrains from participating in the public online debate is an issue that news me-
dia should take seriously. In Denmark, this discussion is just beginning. 
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Verification as a Remedy for 
Harmful Speech Online 
Simin Kargar 

In September 2016, the Instagram account of Shahin Najafi, an Iranian musician, was hacked and de-
faced. Instead of Shahin’s profile picture, his over 500,000 followers saw the flag of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran. In addition, the account’s bio caption was brazenly replaced with the attacker’s contact informa-
tion — a typical feature of state-aligned cyberattacks and intrusion.1 

Najafi's songs address socially and politically sensitive issues such as theocracy, censorship, sexism, and 
homophobia. Following the publication of his controversial song about a Shiite saint in 2012, two leading 
Iranian clerics issued fatwas declaring Najafi guilty of apostasy.2 He received multiple death threats from 
across social media, and a far right website offered a $100,000 bounty to anyone who killed Najafi.3 He 
has remained a constant target of hate speech and different types of cyberattacks. Multiple fake accounts 
have impersonated Najafi and echoed negative speech about him. In addition, state-run media have re-
peatedly conducted smear campaigns against him. 

Despite his celebrity status and clear need for more protection by platform operators, Najafi has been 
unable to verify and secure his Instagram and Twitter accounts against malicious impersonation and oth-
er forms of abuse. 

Najafi’s case has not been the only incident of this kind. For several years, Iranian civil and political dis-
sidents have been top targets of state-sponsored cyberattacks and intrusion campaigns. More recently, 
these groups have become regular targets of coordinated online mobs that sometimes appear to have 
links to the state agencies. Many encounter content takedown and account suspension due to coordi-
nated flagging and reporting of their posts on social media. In addition, they are often impersonated by 
fake accounts that disseminate misinformation about their private and public lives. With their privacy 
and integrity under attack, some end up deactivating their accounts. Others restrict the comment section 
of their profiles, and a few seek protection and support from the intermediaries that host their content. 

http://online-shia.ir
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On the other hand, social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram strive to protect 
free expression, often for good reasons. By prioritizing expression, however, intermediaries may inadver-
tently undermine the basic human rights to privacy and free expression of some of the most vulnerable 
targets of harmful speech online. Human rights situations are dynamic, and so is the need for protection 
in the different environments in which intermediaries operate. 

While not a solution to the problem, one technical remedy that has helped many public-facing artists, 
activists, and journalists who have come under threats online is account verification. A verified badge 
appears as a checkmark next to an account's name in search and on the profile. It means that social 
media platforms have confirmed that the account is authentic and represents the actual account holder. 
In practice, verified profiles enjoy more protection against false reporting and politically driven flagging 
of content. They appear to have more leverage on removing fake accounts or misinformation about the 
account holder. In brief, the small blue badge has proved to be protective of freedom of expression for 
its recipients. 

Interviews I conducted with 20 prominent Iranian human rights activists, artists, and journalists confirm 
their limited success in drawing social media platforms’ attention to their cases or at a minimum getting 
the platforms to verify their accounts. Only journalists affiliated with “reputable employers,” e.g., inter-
national media, have had the privilege of receiving the blue badge with minimum difficulty. 
   
However, the verification success of these journalists is the exception rather than the norm. Among my 
interviewees, all Iranian women’s rights activists and LGBTQ public figures had failed to gain verification 
for their profiles even after they sent in the required documentation. The lack of a badge is particularly 
challenging for those who work in an individual capacity, unless they manage to establish a connection 
with social media platforms through third parties. While Twitter has detailed steps on how to request 
a verified badge for an individual account, Instagram and Facebook refer to verification as possible for 
“only some public figures, celebrities and brands.”4,5,6 

In addition to the unclear process, there are other complications.  

First, the guides explaining how to become verified are not available in many local languages, including 
Farsi, and this language gap is not limited to the verification rules.7 For instance, there is no information 
available in Farsi to guide individuals on reporting and documenting harassment.8 This becomes particu-
larly worrisome when we consider the many threats of violence that Iranian human rights activists and 
dissidents often receive as direct messages on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.9 

Second, the requests for verification by most influential activists are repeatedly rejected on the grounds 
that they are not “famous enough,” according to multiple interviewees. Lack of context and obscure un-
derstanding of the significance of their work in “human rights-unfriendly” environments like Iran seem to 
impede the protection that these activists desperately need. In addition, it creates a climate of mistrust 
between the targets and intermediaries of harmful speech online. 

In the past few years, social media platforms have taken noteworthy measures and demonstrated more 
accountability against harmful speech online. Yet there are still gaps to address, particularly concerning 
vulnerable communities whose work is deeply influential and not Western-centric. In addition, their au-
dience, and their attackers, largely reside far from where major intermediaries are headquartered. These 
individuals are often deprived of protection from law enforcement in their respective countries. In some 
cases, there is even evidence that the government likely supports the perpetrators of this harassment. 
Therefore, the ultimate hope for these targets is to be granted more leeway by the only other stakehold-
er involved — the intermediaries.10 

More transparency about the functionality and processing of verification requests and reports of abuse 
can go a long way toward maintaining trust with the end users worldwide. For effective engagement in 

https://www.facebook.com/help/196050490547892
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20174631
https://www.facebook.com/help/messenger-app/iphone/1165699260192280/?helpref=hc_fnav
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addressing the concerns of affected stakeholders, the intermediaries also need to take language and 
other barriers into account. Making relevant information available to local communities reflects care and 
respect for the rights of regular targets of harmful speech online. 

As the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights outline,11 one of the initial human rights 
due-diligence measures is to mitigate the specific impact in a particular context of business operations. 
To this end, local vulnerable groups require dedicated attention from these intermediaries. Making veri-
fication more accessible to human rights defenders, at-risk groups, and marginalized communities is only 
a partial remedy for the adverse impacts that these individuals endure while advocating for the rights 
of many others, but it represents a concrete and useful step deserving of better attention and support. 
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Ensuring Beneficial Outcomes 
of Platform Governance by 
Massively Scaling Research and 
Accountability
J. Nathan Matias

Because online platforms observe and intervene in the lives of billions of people, many have come to ex-
pect that they should address enduring social problems, including terrorism,1 hate speech,2 suicide pre-
vention,3 police brutality,4 eating disorders,5 and human trafficking.6 Interventions often involve complex 
assumptions about combinations of individual psychology, collective behavior, choice of architectures in 
platform design, and the behavior of algorithms that learn and adapt to human activity. If these factors 
can be orchestrated wisely, they offer powerful opportunities for social change.

Platform-based social change will remain a risky, dangerous endeavor without progress on two funda-
mental challenges: evaluation and governance. First, without systematic evidence about the outcomes 
of platform interventions, policymakers risk increasing harms rather than reducing social ills. At the scale 
and breadth of global human society where platforms are expected to intervene, estimating policy out-
comes would require a thousandfold increase in research over what is currently available. Second, as 
platforms discover powerful interventions to direct our moral and political behavior, that power must 
itself be governed.

Upon evaluation, many of the most lauded platform interventions have been shown to have damaging 
side effects or even increase the behavior they were intended to reduce. In 2014, 17 years after the in-
vention of the “downvote” in comment discussions, researchers showed that each vote of disapproval 
in political discussions causes people to behave more badly over time.7 Elsewhere, researchers discov-
ered four years after Instagram's algorithmic efforts to obfuscate self-harm that their policy may have 
increased participation in harmful communities.8 After Wikipedia introduced powerful vandalism detec-
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tion systems, researchers discovered that these systems had caused a dramatic decline in participation 
over the next six years. In all three cases, the systemic harms from these harm-reduction strategies were 
not observed until after they had affected tens to hundreds of millions of people for years.9 

Causal research methods would allow platform policymakers to predict the likely outcomes of an inter-
vention on average.10 Because platforms are designed to intervene, monitor, and process data about bil-
lions of people, they already possess the potential to make these evaluations.11 Policymakers can choose 
from a rich palette of research techniques for piloting interventions, including randomized trials and post 
hoc quasi-experiments.12 When policy goals are difficult to measure, qualitative field experiments allow 
powerful inferences on the outcomes of an intervention.13 

The breadth and scale of platform power places new demands on the scale of research. Because the 
nature of problems such as hate speech and suicide varies across regions and cultures, it is likely that the 
most effective interventions will vary as well. While platforms do possess the ability to tailor interven-
tions to context, this tailoring would require hundreds of new studies per policy. Platforms have devel-
oped infrastructures to scale research in sales and marketing, conducting up to hundreds of randomized 
trials per day — which adds up to tens of thousands of studies every year per platform.14 Yet mass eval-
uation of policy on a similar scale has never been attempted. By my rough estimation, less than a dozen 
field experiments have ever been published on public interest uses of platform policies.

If platforms can genuinely provide effective mechanisms for shaping the behavior of billions of people, 
we need methods to govern the use of that power. Policy research findings could play an important role 
in holding platform policymakers accountable. In The Open Society and Its Enemies, Karl Popper imagined 
the role of social experiments in democratic and authoritarian societies. In closed societies, argued Pop-
per, unaccountable policy evaluators could shape human life in secret and toward ends that the public 
could not influence. Popper proposed the “open society” as an alternative — a society in which the goals 
and means of social policy are subject to democratic processes, and public knowledge of research guides 
the public to reject harmful or ineffective uses of power.15

Local community policymaking — a model with 40 years of history on the internet — may offer a power-
ful opportunity to achieve needed research scales along with the public accountability of an open soci-
ety. Across the social web, community moderators, sysops, group admins, and other local policymakers 
already do substantial work to support and govern millions of people online.16 In a series of pilot studies 
I led recently, the CivilServant project offered communities the ability to conduct evaluations on the 
effects of their local policies, share findings openly, and replicate one another’s research. In just a few 
months, these early studies and associated community deliberations have shaped decisions affecting 
tens of millions of people and spread policy ideas to over a hundred other communities (civilservant.io). 
If communities continue to embrace this model, they have the potential to generate thousands of trans-
parent, accountable policy experiments in platform governance each year.

Whether platform operators or local communities create and enact policies governing the lives of bil-
lions of connected people, responsible use of their power will require new models of dramatically scaled 
research and democratic participation. Platforms already possess the potential for both, but neither is 
very common. Until reliable methods to evaluate and govern platform power become commonplace, our 
efforts to reduce social ills through platforms present large-scale, unestimated risks to society, even as 
we search for the benefits.
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Looking Ahead
A reflection by the Harmful Speech Online team

The pieces in this collection offer many entry points for reflection, critical thought, and future research. 
As highlighted in the essays, governance models take different forms around the world, no two platforms 
share the same moderation policies, and interventions and solutions are often context-specific. Best 
practices are yet to be distilled and universally applicable standards are likely to remain elusive but, as J. 
Nathan Matias suggests in this collection, experimentation and data sharing are promising ways to come 
closer to consensus. 

Indeed, there are several key questions to which better answers could help guide more effective interventions 
with fewer collateral costs: Does regulating harmful speech chill freedom of expression? Or does regulating 
harmful speech enable more speech? Are we better served by leaving it up or taking it down, so to speak?  
 
As a global society, we are still far from consensus over the question of whether harmful speech should be 
taken down when and where it emerges. Protecting harmful speech when it lies within the bounds of legality 
has long been seen as a cornerstone of democratic discourse, but this notion is challenged where removals 
do more to support broader participation in the public sphere than they do to suppress it. This is fundamen-
tally an empirical question worthy of further exploration, and it leads us to ask about effective interven-
tions: When does counterspeech work? Can platforms nudge users into being more considerate citizens?  
 
Addressing harmful speech online with more speech is deeply rooted in a central tenet of free-
dom of expression theory. If constructive speech counters destructive speech, then more aggres-
sive legal approaches, such as takedowns and filters, are less appropriate responses. This is par-
ticularly salient where the very act of openly engaging with harmful speech might help to address 
underlying issues that would otherwise be swept under the carpet, ultimately fostering a more open, 
tolerant, and civic-minded community. Understanding the conditions and context in which coun-
terspeech is a potent antidote to harmful speech will require much greater attention from research-
ers as well as support and assistance from companies and governments to enable such initiatives.  
 
At a grassroots level, many of us put stock in the notion that better education and awareness-building 
focused on the impact and ramifications of harmful speech will help to deter and prevent harmful speech 
at its source. This prompts the question: How far does public education on these issues take us? We need 
to establish whether this is in fact valuable and worthy of attention and resources that might otherwise 
be invested in other interventions. 

Looking ahead to the future of harmful speech online, we anticipate the growing role of algorithms 
and artificial intelligence used by platforms to influence how different actors engage in this ecosystem. 
Through machine learning and algorithmic approaches, and with robust and reliable data, communities 
and platforms may be able to more aggressively and thoroughly remove negative speech while min-
imizing (although not completely preventing) collateral damage. We have yet to know how far auto-
mated tools can really go toward identifying and mitigating problematic speech while protecting free-
dom of expression. Algorithms may be key to new approaches, interventions, and solutions, but they 
will also generate new quandaries as well as introduce new dynamics to problems that already exist.  
 
Collaboration and information sharing across these many endeavors and sectors will be crucial to un-
derstanding and addressing problems, implementing novel approaches to countering harmful speech 
online, and, perhaps most importantly, enabling cooperation between the many actors in the space who 
seek progress. 
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